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About This Game

Overthrow your father's regime with his own secret experimental fighter plane! Dogfight dieselpunk aeros to save your city and
the iron jungle beneath it.

Empyrean is an interactive "flying ace" novel by Kyle Marquis where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--325,000 words, without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Far below the city of Actorius lies the mysterious world of the Deep Tech--creatures and plants both living and mechanical, and
powered by unknown forces. Your father harvests the tech to create experimental airships, and the Revolution that fights his

every move races to do the same. Your father's aero, the Empyrean, is governed by Deep Tech dynamics not even he
understands.

Only you can fly the Empyrean, match wits against ruthless oligarchs and devious spies, and take to the sky to fight your city’s
enemies. But who is the enemy? The Revolution, or the government they say is corrupt? Foreign invaders, or the Deep Tech

itself?

In a world of gleaming towers and downtrodden laborers, streaking aeros and deadly rooftop duels, when you risk it all, the sky's
the limit!

 Fly the Empyrean, the greatest aircraft ever designed
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 Play as a man, a woman, or nonbinary; romance men or women.

 Explore the Deep Tech, a savage mechanical ecosystem below your city.

 Conceal your true identity from your family and the secret police.

 Befriend Wesh, a denizen of the Deep Tech who is both human and machine

 Cross swords in top secret research facilities, elegant cafés, and even atop airplanes in flight!

 Use the Deep Tech and your political authority to improve and protect your city

 Side with the revolution, the government, foreign powers, or the Deep Tech itself!
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With a learning curve steeper than the Navy's Nuclear Power Program this is an excellent model railroad design tool. This is not
a 'train game'. If you want to spend the time learning how to use this to help build your dream layout then 'yes', I recommend
this program on that basis. If you want to drive trains and play railroad scenarios I recommend DTG's TS 2015. I have close to
250 hrs in that game and it is the best train sim currently available. Avoid at all costs the one with the 'z', it's terrible.. This game
reminds me of Evolve without having to upgrade your monster. F2P not worth $30 that they asking for.. On PC the controls are
atrocious at best and the gameplay has no depth whatsoever. You click on an enemy, and numbers fly until someone dies.
Sometime the actions stops despite not pressing any key. It's essentially impossible to scroll while moving. I've had to double
click the same station 3 different times in order to dock. Retrieving loot in space makes your ship travel at a snails pace until the
loot is in range. The dialog is really clunky, like a teenager writing fanfiction. I paid 0,70$ for the game and I'm still gonna get a
refund.. For \u20ac15 it is basically a ripoff.
Very basic functionality. Not possible to set place, date or time. Only narration for Gemini.

Hugely dissapointed.. Played the original Zuma and now Zuma's Revenge. Simple game concept and very repeatable. Recieved
this as a Christmas present in 2010 and I still play it today. Well worth the $5. It's a really relaxing game.
put on some lo-fi music for more chill time. Really interesting concept but just a little too short. Try and pick it up in a sale..
ITS VERY NICE SIMPLE BEAUTIFUL GAME.... I LIKE IT
AND I WANT TO INSTALL VIDEO ABOUT IT ON MY YOUTUBE CHANNEL I HAD 600 SUB I AM NEW ON
YOUTUBE
SO..... CMYW ARE U ACCEPT??
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No it's not a review. It's a WARNING!

Damn I can't even win the "how to play". If you're a sucker for punishment ... just buy the game already.. There is nothing quite
as fun as gathering friends and\/or family and have a go at comedic trivia that's also pretty clever at times, and seeing who can
understand what they are asking about. So many good times.... For such a simple and repetitive game, it's actually not that bad.
There's over two dozen different appearances of cars which are all cosmetic, global highscores for the top #10 people, the level
is random so playing the same one twice is unlikely, and the map has two different level types (snow and normal). It's not bad
for \u00a30.79, but I'd recommend buying it on discount.. Nice beats and good puzzles. Fun !. It's an adorable looking and
sounding puzzle platformer with some actually REALLY hard puzzles.

Here's a video I made about the game.. VR Wave shooter? sure, But don't dismiss this gem based on genre. Lots of action, kid-
friendly but gamer-focused. Did I mention steampunk? and whimsy?? This is a must have for anyone's de facto VR arsenal..
Can ANYONE access the unknown files? I tried and nope. Wont open no matter what I do and thats the only reason I figured
the DLC would be worth getting. The games takes so little time to finish and the DLC does nothing to add value. If you want to
play it, just play the free game. The DLC wont change anything or even allow people like me to view the files so its 100%
pointless. Go buy yourself a soda instead.. A brilliantly constructed bullet hell (that is literally what the word danmaku means in
Japanese) shoot 'em up for intermediate\/advanced players. This game was born on iOS, but don't let that fool you, it is the real
deal. You get classic danmaku action with interesting bullet patterns, a clever scoring system, crisp, sexy visuals and a KILLER
metal soundtrack by Japanese djent outfit Blankfield. It's cheap as hell too. Unbelievable value for high score chasers..
movement that somehow feels both floaty and extremely slippery at the same time, the player moving at insane speeds which
are hard to deal with or move precisely with and graphics that are almost outright unappealing; as well as even more, do not
make a good game. The general lack of polish (ex: title screen resetting in each menu, grating sound effects such as for the text
when the game opens) also doesn't help, I've made my own games and bugs like that aren't too hard to fix. If you want a
precision platformer that is in any way tightly\/well made, or anything with the controls to warrant the precision needed for this
game, look elsewhere.

New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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